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Re nance Calcu
This report reveals a collection of information that certainly throws a di erent
light on the public’s understanding of this global COVID-19 coronavirus asco.
For this report I will be referring to linked sources so readers can fact check as
usual, and a primary source for this report I admiringly refer to as The Oracle
Helena.
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As ancient history bu s may recall, Pythia was the female priestess at the
Temple of Apollo at Delphin in ancient Greece (~1400 B.C.). The seat of the
Oracle was dug into a pit where Pythia sat. She breathed terrestrial gases rising
from the ground which altered her speech much like laughing gas does. People
from all over Greece and points beyond trekked to Delphi to have their
questions answered by the Priestess Pythia.
In a similar fashion, I consult with Helena Glass as she unravels the complexities
of this “crime of the century.” She operates an obscure website that is di cult to
locate due to some obvious censoring. Don’t be concerned I am delving into the
spirit world, there are real-world links provided to Helena Glass’ scholarship. I’m
just having fun elevating Helena Glass to the trusted status as an oracle, de ned
as “a person with great wisdom and wisdom,” and moral high ground I might
add.
When it begins
It takes a real dedicated sleuth to follow the evil hijinks going on at the World
Health Organization (WHO). Helena informs the WHO and GAVI the Vaccine
Alliance, founded by Bill and Melinda Gates, collectively sit on assets amounting
to $12 billion at the end of 2018 and have nothing to show for pandemic
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response, disease mitigation or poverty reduction.
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I don’t want to steal all the thunder from Helena’s exceptional investigation and
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insights into how the modern world ended up paralyzed due to a coronavirus
mutation. So, I will synopsize. Be sure to frequent Helena Glass’ website for
updates because I am reporting about a steadfast investigator who tells it like it
really is.
As an example, Helena calls attention to WHO’s original charter, which was to
eradicate malaria. Since 1964 malaria cases have increased. In Nigeria there are
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roughly 100 million cases and 300,000 deaths annually, negating the entire
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purpose of the WHO. It’s not just numbers like these that make Helena Glass’
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site so unique, it is the intrigue, the depth of evil that she captures. It made me
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swallow hard just to fathom what she is saying.
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Helena says in her April 4 communique that in 2015 philanthropist and vaccine
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advocate Bill Gates teamed up with actor Ben A eck to request more funds and
approval to perform experiments in the Congo and other developing nations.
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Nothing like celebrity endorsement. This is Gates’ modus operandi.
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Helena Glass starts by noting other world leaders have kicked the WHO out. US
news media gives an undeserved status to the WHO.
In 2017 Vladimir Putin accused Bill Gates of starting the Ebola epidemic in Africa.
Later that year India’s Prime Minister, Narendra Modi, also expelled the Gates
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Foundation after vaccination experiments were being conducted with disregard
for patient consent.
Helena refers to a 1995 malevolent meeting of 500 of the world’s most important
diplomats, scientists and industrial leaders sponsored by the Mikhail Gorbachev
Foundation that determined the world could still thrive with an 80% reduction in
global population and that Christianity must die in favor of pantheism, with
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socialism being preferable over capitalism.
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Colonization of the USA?
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Helena notes in a April 6, 2020 posting that in 2001 Chinese Defense Minister
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Gen. Chi Haotian spoke to the Chinese Communist Party and provided a
blueprint how China would take over North America because China had
destroyed and polluted its land and predicted food shortages would demand
geographical expansion. Gen. Chi, recognizing military e orts would be futile
against the west and recommended biowarfare. Gen. Chi planned for China to
colonize North America and those who weren’t killed would be dealt with
accordingly.
Here is an excerpt from Gen. Haotian’s speech (1992):
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From a humanitarian perspective, we should issue a warning to the American
people
1000)
and persuade them to leave America and leave the land they have lived in to the
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No other out: biowarfare
Helena reports that long thereafter China opened is Wuhan Level 4 biowarfare
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American universities to work in university-based laboratories, and China would
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donate funds to these learning institutions. The National Institutes of Health
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even issued grant money to these scientists and, of all things, they took their
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intellectual property back to China.
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laboratory in 2014. Then China dispatched talented Chinese to in ltrate

One scientist Helena mentions is She Zhengli who specialized in the SARS
coronavirus when stationed at University of North Carolina (Chapel Hill), under
the tutelage of Ralph Baric PhD who collaborated with the Wuhan Institute of
Virology. (More about Baric below) These technicians launched a “search” for
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“Disease X Virus,” which really amounted to creating Disease X. (Disease X was
rst talked about in 2018)

More: Having vivid, weird, or unsettling dreams lately? You’re not
the only one.
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Another scientist Dr. Xiangguo Qui, stationed at the University of Winnipeg Level
4 lab in Manitoba, Canada, was discovered to have stolen samples of SARS virus
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and taken them back to Wuhan on 5 separate occasions. Meanwhile, Zhenglii
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continued her work at UNC, inserting di erent proteins and pathogens including
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HIV to create a hybrid virus that “can’t be vaccinated against.”
“…inserting di erent proteins and pathogens
including HIV to create a hybrid virus that
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“can’t be vaccinated against.”
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All this was followed by the World Health Organization issuing a warning that a
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global epidemic that would kill a large portion of the global population, was
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imminent, writes Helena. Collaborators were Bill Gates and George Soros.
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Gates eventually invested $40 billion in China. Only President Trump’s trade war
with China interrupted progress. Then the US fostered covert support for
protests in Hong Kong. Helena speculates this prompted China to accelerate a
surprise attack ahead of schedule. China saw this as a necessity or, as Helena
states, “there would be societal collapse which would necessitate the
annihilation of 800 million Chinese.
So, it is a “do or die” mission. Them or us.
Helena then believes China went rogue with the Deep State, possibly deceiving
them.
As evidence of the covert plans of China, Helena cites the discovery of test kits in
Spain that were infected with the virus, which were returned to China.
“Coincidence?” asks Helena.
Then on April 15 Helena notes that National Institute of Allergy & Infectious
Disease chief Anthony Fauci may have worked in collaboration with the Gates
Foundation to authorize billion of grants given to the Chinese scientists who
in ltrated US universities and stole biowarfare agents when were diverted to
Wuhan’s Level 4 Laboratory. Gates also funds the NIH (the National Institutes of
Health).
Recall Gates’ TED Talk that stipulated a necessary reduction in global population
upwards of 15%, or 1.2 billion people – – – (via vaccinations?). Helena then
suggests Gates vaccination for COVID-19 would “contain some agent that would
sterilize those who submit – either willingly or forcefully.”
“Helena then suggests Gates vaccination for COVID-19
would “contain some agent that would sterilize
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those who submit – either willingly or forcefully.”
Celebrity involvement; but not the celebrity Gates had in mind
The void in the labor pool would be made up by use of AI robotics. Then Helena
says Gates would recruit a Hollywood Jester with an 8th-grade education to sell
his “super world.”
But then “along comes someone who was just an entertainment (Trump), a
National Enquirer sort of gure” says Helena, and the entire plan is upended. It
appears every attempt to topple this fellow is met with defeat. “Each and every
time Trump is ahead of them,” says Helena.
“The (American) people don’t even exist any longer. Shuttered and sheltered in
their homes, deprived of contact and social needs, the Classes ght among
themselves and essentially put us in a self-imposed prison,” laments Helena.
Trump was asked by a feminist reporter what he knew of all this. Helena says
Trump responded: “I wouldn’t tell you if you were the last person.”
Helena says Trump responded:
“I wouldn’t tell you if you were the last person.”
Helena says Trump then moved into check-mate mode. He appears to be letting
the evil-doers light a fuse, then lure them into placing the dynamite stick in their
own camp.
Moneygrubbing with people’s lives in the balance.
On April 17 Helena really sharpens her pencil into a sword. She writes of
pandemic bonds issued from the World Bank in collaboration with Bill Gates and
George Soros, along with government and other private investors to assist
agencies in managing a crisis like a pandemic.
The bonds were due to mature on July 15, 2020, paying 6.5 to 11.0% interest
above the Libor rate, and were intended to apply only to the probability of a
pandemic from coronavirus (that was as of 2017). What they didn’t plan on is
Class A bonds today are trading at a 25% discount (loss) and Class B Bonds at
95% discount, “meaning investors lost money and this may explain why WHO
was reluctant to call a pandemic knowing the money that Gates and other would
lose,” says our soothsayer Helena. Now Mr. Trump is taking the WHO to task
over its late call.
“…meaning investors lost money and
this may explain why WHO was reluctant
to call a pandemic…”
Helena reports the WHO knew of the potential for a pandemic as early as
October or November 2019. Given that the pandemic wasn’t called by WHO till
March 11, meaning actual assistance wouldn’t be released till June 3rd, at which
point the Bonds may be deemed Junk.

Then Helena recounts the investment that Mr. Gates made in Gilead Science for
their u medication Xl uza that, by the way, produces similar symptoms as the
COVID-19 coronavirus.
But President Trump announced that chloroquine, a drug used to treat malaria,
could be re-purposed to treat COVID-19, and the rest is history. Gilead was left
holding the bag on its newly approved Remdesivir which was deemed to be the
only means of eradicating the virus (notice Remdesivir was approved right on
time for the epidemic). Mr. Gates is nancially linked to Gilead.
Helena seems to relish in the fact Gates lost the value of his bond investment,
and Remdisivir was replaced with an already FDA-approved drug that has a good
safety record, and it’s possible no vaccine will ever be approved for COVID-19.
What, no vaccine is possible?
That revelation comes from Professor Ian Frazer of Queensland University
reveals who says many teams of researchers have been working on a
coronavirus vaccine for some time. Professor Frazer notes there is no vaccine
against the common cold, and coronaviruses are cold viruses. He says the virus
enters the lungs while a vaccine enters the blood circulation to activate
antibodies and white blood cells. Any proposed vaccine would not be in direct
contact with the lung. Dr. Frazer goes on to say: “At the moment we don’t know
how to make a coronavirus vaccine work.”

More: VIDEO: British Boxer Blasted for Video Teaching Men How to
Hit Women During Virus Lockdown
Maybe Mr. Trump knows this and is letting Fauci & Co. go out on a limb.
Gates decimated
All of Gates’ plans to become a pandemic billionaire “have just been completely
decimated! says Helena, who completely loses her objectivity at this point.
The Gates “propagation machine” (Foundation), founded in 2006 with a net
worth of $1.6 billion, is funded by an airline ticket tax that just went south as
airports have been closed in the wake of the epidemic.
“Gates has to be absolutely fuming!” writes Helena, losing her composure once
again. She lauds Trump for ushing every source of pro t and income “o of
this created pandemic.”
Helena closes her report by saying: “All this being said, try and imagine where we
might be if even one of these Gates agendas had succeeded? And imagine how
freaking lled with hate they are for being thumped each and every time!!” You
would have no idea she is for MAGA, would you?
Some of my own sleuthing

What is historically important is that Ralph Baric, PhD, professor at the
Department of Microbiology & Immunology at the Univ. of North Carolina
(Chapel Hill), is reported to have sent a strain of coronavirus to researchers at
the Wuhan laboratory in 2015 for “gain of function” studies, as reported
in Nature Medicine, Vol. 21, No. 12, pages 1508-13, 2015, given that such studies
were banned in the US at the time. Gain of function studies resumed in 2017.
So, yes, a coronavirus was enhanced into a possible bio-weapon in a lab in China,
but yes, it also initially was supplied and originated from the US. This fact was
also reported at The Deplorable Coders Club in an article entitled “Wuhan Lab
Did The Genetic Engineering For Baric.”
But we read elsewhere that “Coronavirus was not genetically engineered in a
Wuhan Lab.” A strong denial of any weaponizing of a coronavirus was recently
issued the journal Emerging Microbes & Infections, noting di erent strains of
coronavirus were involved. But the question remains, why were gain of function
studies being conducted at all? Other researchers called it “risky research.”
Oddly, an article in the New Observer displays a map of where Covid-19 cases
have been reported in North Carolina and they appear to be centered near
Chapel Hill, if that is any kind of association (like the Wuhan seafood market
association with the viral outbreak in China). Whether The New Observer editors
were attempting to allude to such an association is unknown.
COVID-19 is highly transmissible
The rapid transmission of COVID-19 coronavirus compared to u viruses is
explained by its activation by an enzyme in humans called furin with its “spike
protein,” whereas u viruses attach to a protein called hemagglutinin. The furin
enzyme is abundant in the lungs, liver and small intestines, so it has the potential
to attack multiple organs.
A COVID-19-infected individual is expected to infect 2.0-7.0 others, compared to
1.83 for Ebola virus and 1.54 for in uenza viruses and 2.9 for the SARS
coronavirus. That is precisely what is observed — COVID-19 is highly infectious.
The ultimate bioweapon: it leaves no clues and places blame on other
pathogens
In the animal lab, when animals were given an inactivated coronavirus vaccine,
which e ectively produced immunity against the MERS-coronavirus (Middle East
Respiratory Syndrome), it also left the animals vulnerable to lung damage
(eosinophil attack) when exposed to a live virus. Low levels of eosinophils have
been found among patients battling COVID-19 coronavirus.
In another instance, an increase in “pathogenicity” of an otherwise lowpathogenic bird u (H9N2) was observed following vaccination with a live
attenuated vaccine for infectious bronchitis.

Then we have a report in Volume 38 of the journal Vaccine that indicates the u
vaccine of 2017-18 produced a 1.36 increased relative risk for coronavirus
among Department of Defense personnel.
The study involved a “hypothesis that vaccine-associated virus interference may
lead to increased risk for other respiratory viruses in vaccinated individuals,
because the u vaccine prevents or minimizes temporary non-speci c immunity
conferred by natural infection.”
Virus interference “occurs when a virus impacts the growth of other viruses,” as
explained at HealthFeedback.org While denials of any association between the
u vaccine and coronavirus have been issued, these days you have to look under
every rock. An indirect acting bioweapon would certainly be an ideal stealth
weapon.
This may be COVID-19s way to setting up infected individuals for a subsequent
and more deadly viral infection. One wonders if the worst is yet to come for an
unwary US population. Is America under attack?
The COVID-19 outbreak appears to be some sort of drill that got out of hand.
Event 201 was a group of health experts that gathered in New York City in
October of 2019 to simulate a pandemic infectious disease outbreak. Just
coincidence, right? Was it pre-planned? Gates himself predicted it in November
of 2019.
In 2018 virologist Anthony Fauci then warned threatened in that Disease X was
soon to come during Donald Trump’s Presidency. Others also predicted such a
viral outbreak. So why was preparation so inadequate?
Somehow a virus knew precisely when to mutate and infect a planet of 7.8 billion
people who had no immunity towards it.
It is reported that billionaire Bill Gates conducted a recent media tour with
Anthony Fauci of the National Institutes of Health, threatening the public and
businesses with a 6-month to 1-year lockdown unless governments purchase
their vaccines, vaccines that are now under development. Gates did say: “Things
won’t get back to normal until we have gotten a vaccine out to the entire world.”
Gates is reported to have investments in 7 di erent developmental COVID-19
vaccine ventures.
Come to your own conclusions. This isn’t manslaughter; it could be murder
given Gates’ prior comments about culling human populations. No sense letting
a good pandemic go to waste.
Much thanks to Helena Glass for leading us out of the woods.
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